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ABSTRACT
 

This thesis seeks to analyze the understudied terma (“treasure”) tradition of Tibet, 

often characterized by contemporary academics as a reactionary pseudepigraphic 

movement intended to allow for scriptural innovation after the collapse of the Yarlung 

Empire. While such an understanding of the terma tradition might not be altogether 

incorrect, I wish to reconsider the emphasis placed on terma as a textual tradition. I argue 

that the “event” of a given terma text—that is, the tripartite process of its revelation, 

presentation, and public reception—is and has historically been more important than its 

specific content. I apply this argument with respect to the visionary who claims to 

discover said texts, the tertön, whose revelation confirms a central feature of his self-

identity, as well as to the greater religious community, for which these texts are less often 

read as books than revered as relics of the forefather of Tibetan Buddhism. Finally, I 

consider terma as a model for what anthropologist Clifford Geertz called a “text,” and ask 

what reading them in such a light might reveal about Tibetan religious culture.

John Newman       
Division of Humanities
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INTRODUCTION

In 1927 a British anthropologist named Walter Yeeling Evans-Wentz published the 

first piece of Tibetan literature ever translated into English. The book captivated its new 

Euro-American audience, and is now known throughout the world as The Tibetan Book 

of the Dead. Once an esoteric Buddhist funerary text and now a bestseller, the Book of  

the Dead prompted a wealth of academic and religious analysis over the course of the 

twentieth century. In its third edition published in 1957, readers must first flip through a 

psychological commentary by psychologist Carl Jung, two forwards by Lāma Anagarika 

Govinda (born Ernst Lothar Hoffman) and Sir John Woodroffe, and three prefaces by 

Wentz himself—all before reaching a word of text itself. This third edition, complete with 

all four authoritative voices of Jung, Woodroffe, and Govinda and Wentz—whose own 

prefatory materials and footnotes combined exhaust over half the pages—is the “most 

widely read 'Tibetan text' in the West.”1 And the plethora of Western psychological 

analysis and symbolic interpretation has not been limited only to Wentz' line of 

publications. Today popular commentaries and/or translations exist by Timothy Leary, 

Sogyal Rinpoche, Francesca Fremantle, Robert Thurman, and Graham Coleman et al. 

 Nevertheless, the Book of the Dead, or the “Liberation Through Hearing During 

the Intermediate State” (as better translates its Tibetan title, Bar do thos grol), represents 

but one text in a heterogeneous genre of religious esoteric literature called terma (gter  

ma), literally meaning “treasure.” These documents have held a prominent status within 

the oldest school of Tibetan Buddhism, the Nyingma (rNying ma), ever since the first 

terma appeared in the eleventh century. These texts, moreover, have been a source of 

sectarian dispute among the other main schools of Tibetan Buddhism due to their 

1 Donald S. Lopez. Prisoners of Shangri-la: Tibetan Buddhism and the West. (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1998), 48.
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controversial source of origin. Followers of Nyingma assert that termas are discovered by 

means of visionary revelation, in a process strikingly analogous to Joseph Smith's 

discovery of the Book of Mormon from the Angel Moroni. But whereas Smith's revelation 

was an isolated event which led to the formation of a distinct religious sect within 

Christianity, countless termas have appeared in Tibet over the last thousand years and 

have been accepted by the Nyingma as authentic scripture. And while various authors 

have rigorously translated, analyzed, and interpreted but one terma to conform to their 

various academic, personal, ideological, and even recreational agendas, the history and 

status of these texts in Tibet has been largely overlooked. 

This thesis seeks to analyze the understudied “treasure tradition” of Tibetan 

Buddhism. My decision to mention the so-called Tibetan Book of the Dead is not only 

because it sits on so many bookshelves around the world today, but because it offers a 

departing point of contrast. Despite the boom of textual interpretation this one treasure 

text has spawned—the careful scrutiny and consideration paid to each and every word in 

its pages—the treatment this treasure has received by its Euro-American audience is 

wholly antithetical to how the treasure genre has existed in Tibet. My thesis is simple: in 

the Tibetan Buddhist tradition, the very appearance or event of a terma text is and has 

been far more significant than its content. 

I must immediately qualify that this argument is not meant to deny the 

sophistication of Tibetan religious culture, or to characterize Tibetan Buddhists as blindly 

faithful adherents. My thesis does not claim that the content of these texts is completely 

superfluous. To understand my argument, several aspects of this thesis require 

elaboration. When I say the “Tibetan Buddhist tradition,” implied as the tradition 

surrounding terma, I apply my argument both to the intended audience of these texts as 
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well as to the visionary who allegedly “discovers” them. In order to apply my argument 

as such, I consider the so-called “event” of a terma to be a three-step process, which 

encompasses first, the discoverer's revelation; second, his public presentation of that 

revelation; and finally, the favorable reception of that presentation. 

Chapter One will supply the reader with some general background on the terma 

tradition, as I tackle the surprisingly complicated question of defining terma. The 

complication arises due to the profoundly different understanding of the genre as one 

moves from the perspective relative to a member of Tibetan culture to that of an outside 

observer, a divide known in contemporary anthropology as the emic and etic 

perspectives, respectively. Either terma texts are divinely mandated teachings of one of 

the greatest patriarchs of Tibetan Buddhism, or they are fraudulent pseudepigraphic 

works authored by charlatans seeking to propound their own agenda for personal gain. I 

do not take as my goal to champion the etic interpretation of terma as the objective 

version of the truth, though I am sure my own bias will inevitably reveal itself in the 

forthcoming pages. Therefore, in the interest of minimizing misrepresentation of the 

indigenous Tibetan perspective, I deliberately choose to let Tibetan authors speak for 

themselves, and so my presentation of the emic perspective draws almost exclusively on 

the three Tibetan sources available in translation: Tulku Thondup Rinpoche, The Third 

Dodrupchen Rinpoche, and Dudjom Rinpoche. One of the challenges one faces in 

presenting the beliefs and practices of another culture is doing so without implying that 

those cultural forms have remained static over time. Yet as I survey the etic views on 

terma by Western academics, in particular the socio-historical work of Ronald Davidson, 

it becomes clear that the Tibetan authors are more inclined to present the terma tradition 

as a static monolith than outsider scholars. 
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Chapters Two, Three, and Four treat each of the three stages comprising the terma 

“event,” being the revelation, presentation, and reception, respectively. Starting with the 

revelation in Chapter Two, I explore the relationship between a terma and its 

“discoverer,” the figure known as the tertön (gter ston). Far from being a mouthpiece for 

the text, I will show how and why a tertön's revelation comes to be the most defining 

moment of his self-identity. My argument is predicated on the tertön's belief in a 

worldview of cyclical rebirth and conviction in the validity of his own visionary 

experiences. Here my discussion is significantly indebted to the research of Janet Gyatso, 

the only academic authority who has brought to light the intrinsic connection between 

terma and identity. 

Shifting then from the inner revelation to public presentation, Chapter Three 

considers the various strategies by which tertöns go about proclaiming and legitimizing 

their findings in the public sphere and ultimately rise to a state of authority. 

Unfortunately, this aspect of the tradition, which I personally find most interesting, is also 

the area most unstudied. Throughout this chapter I draw primarily on fragmentary 

evidence from the autobiographical accounts of several Tibetan tertöns, as well as a 

biographical expose of one tertön by Michael Aris, the most outspoken Western critic of 

the treasure tradition. A want of evidence restricts me to merely speculate as to how 

tertöns succeed in their legitimating project, which I hypothesize to be rooted in a certain 

quality of the individual personality, which has long been a popular topic in the sociology 

of religion: charisma. 

Segueing from a discussion of charismatic authority, which in many ways is a 

discussion of the public reception of the tertön, Chapter Four considers the reception of 

the terma text itself by its intended audience, and more generally the place of terma 
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literature within the Tibetan religious world. What exactly is a text? What is its purpose 

and its function? We might be tempted to follow the Aristotelian model, and say that the 

purpose, the telos, of a text is to be read. Yet this predisposition is a cultural bias. Texts, 

however, may serve other functions as well. This chapter combines a theoretical 

discussion of Buddhist relics with a few pieces of evidence from Dan Martin, 

Dodrupchen III, and Bryan Cuevas, as I argue that terma texts were far more often 

regarded as holy objects—relics, to be more precise—than read as books by the majority 

of the Tibetan population who might ever have a chance to come into contact with them. 

In my conclusion I turn to Clifford Geertz and the concept in symbolic 

anthropology of cultural forms as “texts.” After explicating Geertz' notion of a text as 

explained in his 1973 article “Deep Play: Notes on the Balinese Cockfight” with the aid 

of Karen Barber, I apply this technical notion of a text to the Tibetan treasures in order to 

reread these texts—considered as relics—once again as “texts” of Tibetan Buddhist 

culture. 

The problem with treating an entire tradition with a thousand-year history is that it 

is inevitably an enterprise in generalization, which might be flawed from the start. 

Nevertheless, the limited availability of scholarship on the Tibetan treasure tradition has 

made the prospect of confining the parameters of this project to a few terma or a few 

tertöns simply impossible. Until more recently, much of the academic focus on Tibet and 

Tibetan Buddhism has been limited to the philosophical aspects of Tibetan Buddhist 

doctrine, in particular as understood by the Geluk school of Tibetan Buddhism. Whatever 

the reasons for this bias in early scholarship—which may have been simply due to the 

historical conditions by which Tibetan religion became available to academic study—

many of the early writers on Tibet were content either to overlook or otherwise dismiss 
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something like the treasure tradition.2 Yet even today, most of the available research on 

the Tibetan treasure tradition is limited to analyses of tertöns' autobiographical works, a 

few translations of major terma texts (though more than half are of the Book of the 

Dead), and passing historical comments on the birth of the treasure tradition as a whole. 

In many ways this thesis is simply a synthesis of what the few academic and religious 

authorities have voiced on the treasure tradition stitched together in such a way as to 

illuminate what I see as its most salient feature: the significance of the event over the 

content of an individual terma. 

Lastly, a technical note: writing on topics in Tibetan Buddhism begs the issue of 

transcribing, transliterating, and translating key terms both from Tibetan and Sanskrit. My 

strategy throughout this thesis has been to retain phonetically transcribed words 

whenever possible, though readers will notice I frequently alternate between “terma” and 

“treasures,” which has been a purely stylistic choice. Upon first presentation of a new key 

term, I italicize its phonetic transcription in order to signal to my readers that this is a new 

concept I am bringing into discussion, and drop the italics thereafter. Moreover, I also 

provide the transliterated Tibetan in parentheses at the introduction of a new term. These 

orthographic transliterations will be meaningless to the non-specialist, but I hope they 

may benefit future readers of this thesis. My phonetic transcriptions follow the central 

Tibetan dialect as explained in Nicolas Tournadre and Sangda Dorje.3 Transliterations 

accord to the system laid out by Turrell Wylie.4 

2 See Lopez 1998, 156-180.
3 Nicolas Tournadre and Sangda Dorje. A Manual of Standard Tibetan: Language and Civilization. 

(Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 2003).
4 Turrell V. Wylie. “A Standard System of Tibetan Transcription.” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 22. 

(Dec. 1959): 261 – 267.
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CHAPTER 1: Defining Terma

Part I: Tibetan Perspectives

What is terma? No single answer exists for this question, as there has never been 

one single accepted definition either in Tibet or Western academia. Thus the purpose of 

this chapter will be to survey the range of both emic and etic perspectives on the nature of 

terma, focusing primarily on textual terma. As stated earlier, the spectrum of things 

included under the category of terma is quite broad, even among the subcategory of 

textual terma which encompasses many disparate genres. I hope this chapter will 

illuminate the one common feature of all terma as being its origin, or perceived origin. 

Moreover, the unanimously agreed upon translation of terma is “treasure,” and though 

proponents of terma believe they serve a teleological function, it is rather this peculiar 

and hotly debated origin which earns them the name “treasures.”

“There have been many instances in world history when scriptures and material 

objects have been discovered miraculously through the power of spirits, non-human 

beings, and sometimes through psychic powers possessed by gifted human individuals. 

Termas are a kindred phenomenon.”5 Thus does Tulku Thondup Rinpoche begin his 

book, The Hidden Teachings of Tibet (1986), the first and only English publication 

written by a Tibetan authority devoted exclusively to presenting the terma tradition to a 

Western audience from a Tibetan Nyingmapa perspective. He takes a firm and 

unapologetic stance that termas are the authentic relics and teachings of Padmasambhava, 

or else his disciples or other prominent figures in Tibetan history such as Vimalamitra, 

and were discovered through what we might consider supernatural or magical means.

According to Thondup termas are classified into two types according to the means 

5 Tulku Thondup Rinpoche. Hidden Teachings of Tibet: An Explanation of the Terma Tradition of Tibetan  
Buddhism. Edited by Harold Talbott. (Boston: Wisdom Publications, 1997), 13.
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by which they have been concealed: “earth treasures” (sa gter) and “mind treasures” 

(dgongs gter).6 Of the former category, either the treasures themselves or symbolic 

“keys” to them have been physically hidden in auspicious locations, such as within a 

rock, at the bottom of a lake, or in the walls of a monastery or temple. Any physical 

object, relic, or artifact also falls into this category. Texts, on the other hand, might fall 

into either category, though a text discovered as an earth treasure is rarely unearthed as a 

written physical document. Instead, the tertön finds a special scroll of paper (shog ser) 

which instead functions as a “key” to trigger a spontaneous recollection of the teachings 

from his own mind. This process only differs from mind treasure insofar as the key is 

physically discovered. With mind treasure “the discoverers find the symbolic scripts in 

their minds first, then the symbolic scripts become the key to the discovery of the 

teachings.”7 Alternately, the medium of the shog ser is not necessary.

Nyingmapas identify Sangye Lama in the eleventh century as the first tertön, with 

thousands more following suit up to the present day.8 Tertöns have been granted this 

special ability to recall entire texts from their minds, because, as orthodox Nyingmas 

maintain, tertöns are the successive emanations of Padmasambhava's own disciples in the 

ninth century: 

The significant characteristic of the Nyingma Terma system is that Guru 
Padmasambhava concealed the teachings in the essential nature of the minds of 
his realized disciples through his Mind-mandate Transmission power. So, 
Nyingma Termas are not scriptures that are concealed in another realm or place as 
books and then rediscovered or brought back as the same physical text. Rather, 
they are discovered through the awakening of the teachings from the nature of the 

6 Ibid., 61.
7 Ibid.
8 Dudjom Rinpoche. The Nying-Ma School of Tibetan Buddhism: Its Fundamentals and History. 

Translated by Gyurme Dorje & Matthew Kapstein. (London: Wisdom Publications, 199), 745; Thondup 
1997, 61; Ronald M. Davidson. Tibetan Renaissance: Tantric Buddhism in the Rebirth of Tibetan  
Culture. (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005), 225. Davidson comments that no surviving 
works have been traced to this figure of Sangye Lama.
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minds of the realized disciples of Guru Padmasambhava and others.9 

This view expounded by Thondup Rinpoche is and has always been a particular sectarian 

view within Tibetan Buddhism as a whole. The historical narrative of Padmasambhava 

bestowing psychic transmissions upon his disciples has been subject to much criticism by 

representatives of the other schools of Tibetan Buddhism since the emergence of terma. 

Take for instance, the Gelukpa scholar Sumpa Khenpo Yeshe Peljor's late eighteenth 

century polemic entitled “The Purificatory Gem Which Removes Filth from the Pure 

Water of Scripture” (Gsung-rab rnam-dag chu'i dri-ma sel-byed nor-bu ke-ta-ka), in 

which he declares:

[. . .] it is easy to tell that they [i.e., Padmasambhava and the other masters of the 
imperial period] did not compose even a fraction of the many current “ancient 
doctrines” (rnying-chos) which cover the snowy land, including the Mani 
bka'-'bum (Mani Kambum), Bar-do thos-grol (The Liberation-by-Hearing in the 
Intermediate State) [. . .etc.] and others which are found in the aforementioned 
Collected Dharānis. Those “ancient doctrines” were later attributed to Orgyen 
Padma[sambhava] and, moreover, the famed “transmitted precepts” (bka '-ma) 
and “spiritual treasures” (gter-ma) were composed by numerous frauds, who 
mixed them with some words of the Conqueror as they wished. Any learned 
person who looks at them can know this easily.10 

We ought to be careful not to attribute Sumpa Khenpo's skepticism either to doctrinal 

orthodoxy or to something approximating Western rationalism, but simply to a lack of 

historical evidence to support the narrative and a stylistic and philological analysis of 

several popular termas. His work was so provocative that his own student, Thuken Chöki 

Dorje, wrote a rebuttal defending the validity of revealed scripture and highlighting his 

teacher's partisan inconsistency in accepting the authenticity of revealed scriptures 

common to his own Gelukpa tradition.11 Thuken goes on to cite sūtras and tantras in 

which a Buddha prophesies the appearance of “treasures” in the world, such as this 

9 Thondup 1997, 61.
10 Cited in Matthew Kapstein. The Tibetan Assimilation of Buddhism: Conversion, Contestation, and  

Memory. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 132.
11 Ibid., 132.
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section from the Sūtra of Concentration Which Gathers All Merits 

(Sarvapunyasancayasamadhi-sūtra) in which the Buddha declares: “'“O! Vimalatejas! 

there are doctrinal treasures for bodhisattvas, mahasattvas desirous of the doctrine, which 

have been secreted in mountains, ravines, and woods. Dharanis and limitless doctrinal 

gates which have been made into volumes will also come into their hands.”'”12

Here Thuken is employing a classic strategy of justifying the terma tradition as a 

whole by pointing to Indian precedent and scriptural foreshadowing, a hermeneutic 

strategy also employed by the late Nyingmapa scholar Dudjom Rinpoche, who cites 

many of the same sūtras and goes so far as to claim that terma is not even a uniquely 

Tibetan phenomenon.13 Thondup, by contrast, does not take such a radically conservative 

stance, citing the Third Dodrup Chen Rinpoche as claiming that while similar traditions 

of concealing scripture might have existed outside of Tibet, “'theirs may not be of the 

same nature of discovery as the Terma teachings of Guru Padmasambhava, since there is 

no indication of Mind-mandate Transmission [gtad rgya] in them.'”14 The importance of 

the gtad rgya (pronounced: térgya) cannot be overstated, for it is through this special 

mode of transmission that tertöns are believed able to discover their appointed terma and 

are endowed with the authority to teach it. The question of lineage and source of 

transmission has always been a crucial indicator of authority and authenticity throughout 

the evolution of Tibetan Buddhism, and what the terma tradition affirms is the legitimacy 

of a transmission bestowed in one's past life, for as the Third Dodrup Chen explains, 

“Tertons already possess the transmission of the teachings even before their discovery.”15 

Thondup cites the renowned tertön Jikme Lingpa (whose autobiography will be 

12 Ibid., 133. Kapstein notes that the original Sanskrit reads significantly different. 
13 Dudjum 1991, 774.
14 Cited in Thondup 1997, 93.
15 Ibid., 103.
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explored in the next chapter) detailing the “four intentions” due to which termas have 

been concealed, namely “'that the doctrine shall not disappear, the instructions shall not 

be adulterated, the blessings not fade, and that the lineage of the transmission be 

shortened.'”16 He elaborates this fourth point by explaining that “within the lineage there 

is no one between Guru Padma-sambhava in the ninth century and a Terton today, since 

the Terton received the teachings from Guru Padmasambhava then as his disciple.”17 This 

shortening of the lineage is called a “direct” or “short” transmission (nye brgyud), for it 

places the tertön second in line after Padma-sambhava, no matter how many centuries 

separate them. 

Both Dudjum and Thondup Rinpoche believe Padmasambhava's concern over 

doctrinal adulteration and clever use of “skillful means” led him to impart his teachings 

by way of such esoteric means, such that those teachings would be discovered at a more 

auspicious time. From the Nyingmapa perspective, this explains the continual discovery 

of new terma even down to the present day and plausibly forever into the future. None 

who subscribe to this view, however, are so naïve as to overlook the possibility of 

charlatans and frauds composing their own false terma, who have and continue to tarnish 

the reputation of the whole tradition. 

Part II: Western Academic Perspectives

Western scholars of Tibet have questioned the Nyingmapa claim that the treasure 

tradition can trace its origins all the way back to India. There are most certainly Indic 

precedents for revealed scripture which came to be widely regarded as authentic within 

Buddhist circles: the story of the Indian scholar Nagarjuna receiving the Perfection of 

16 Ibid., 62.
17 Ibid.
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Insight scriptures from the depths of the Indian ocean, and Asanga's receipt of Yogacara 

literature from the Buddha Maitreya, are two examples commonly cited by Tibetan 

authorities.18 Moreover, the rhetoric of uncovering treasures is found in Indic sūtras and 

tantras, as I have cited above. However most scholars are disposed to interpret these 

passages as symbolic imagery or else notice a great degree of interpretive flexibility in 

the Tibetan translations of their Sanskrit originals.19

Euro-American scholars see the Tibetan treasure tradition as its own culturally-

contained phenomenon, though not necessarily for the same reasons as Dodrupchen III 

(cited above). Recent scholarship by Ronald Davidson (2005) paints a much more fluid 

picture of the terma tradition than explained by Thondup and Dudjom Rinpoche. 

Davidson traces the origins of Tibetan terma back to its embryonic phase during the fall 

of the Tibetan empire, at which time the typology of “earth treasures” (sa gter) and 

“knowledge treasures” (dgongs gter) expounded by Thondup is absent, along with the 

centrality of the figure Padmasambhava.20 Moreover, Davidson claims,

the later sanctified sense of texts embedded in reincarnating consciousnesses 
(dgongs gter) was absent in the early documents and begins to be suggested only 
in the thirteenth century. Categories like “mind treasure” were certainly present, 
along with their hiding places, and were understood as material items conveying 
the spiritual legacy of the king or some great saint.21 

Davidson's research has led him to suggest that terma may have originated not as 

texts but as material riches, such as statues or jewels, belonging to major political and/or 

religious figures from the Tibetan imperium. The earliest typology he has been able to 

identify dates to the twelfth century and distinguishes Dharma treasure from wealth 

18 Davidson 2005, 212; Janet Gyatso. Apparitions of the Self: The Secret Autobiographies of a Tibetan  
Visionary. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998), 147.

19 Davidson 2005, 212; Kapstein 2000, 133.
20 Davidson 2005, 213.
21 Ibid., 224.
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treasure.22 These items were most likely physically buried to ensure their preservation 

either during periods of civil unrest or during the suppression of Buddhism. Earliest 

scriptural “termas” from this period (if they even warrant the name) make prophetic 

declarations “that the saints or great men of the empire had hidden hoards of wealth 

because they knew in advance that the Tibetan people would need them in the future,” 

and they detail the circumstances in which a specific terma would appear to its designated 

tertön.23 Davidson's imperial terma might best be interpreted less as the origin of the 

treasure tradition, but more of an indigenous precedent or prototype for the revelatory 

tradition that it became.

The treasure tradition proper seems to have been a reactionary movement born 

amidst sectarian controversy subsequent to a turbulent phase of imperial collapse and 

political decentralization in Tibet. With the new imported religion—Buddhism—no 

longer the state sanctioned religion of the court, lineages and religious authority 

splintered apart. After a period of about two hundred years known as the Tibetan “Dark 

Ages” (mid-ninth through the late tenth centuries of the common era), the original 

followers of this new religion, had to confront the reopening of the South Asian 

subcontinent. During this period known by Tibetan and Western historians alike as the 

“latter dissemination” of the Dharma (phyi dar), Tibetans received an influx of new 

Indian Buddhist teachers and scriptures, which in turn brought about the establishment of 

new lineages, monasteries, and a new class of the Tibetan aristocracy as translators.24 

Davidson suggests that over time, “it became clear to the literate public that many of the 

most cherished tantras could not be traced to surviving Indian sources, leaving those 

newly designated as the Nyingmapa (old school) adrift on a sea of textual and ritual 
22 Ibid., 213.
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid., 117-160.
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uncertainty.”25 To further taint the Nyingmas public image, many polemicists from the 

newly emerging religious factions known collectively as Sarmapas (David Germano 

rightly suggests this word in context could be translated as “Modernists”) criticized the 

Nyingmapas as backwards, immoral, and practicing a degenerate form of Buddhism.26

Both Davidson and Germano consider the birth of the treasure tradition a direct 

response to the precarious and uncertain future of the Nyingma. Germano regularly 

characterizes the treasure tradition as a socio-religious “movement,” though I question 

the coherency and organization which this descriptor might imply. Regardless of how 

dis/organized the early tertöns  may have been, Germano explains three functions which 

the early tertöns provided:

(1) in the face of modernist attacks, to authorize and authenticate the Nyingmas' 
religious traditions by invoking a competing power structure located in culturally 
powerful memories of the dynastic period, headed by a reinvented Padma-
sambhava; (2) to appropriate and transform for a self-consciously autochthonous 
tradition the new intellectual and religious materials stemming from India without 
acknowledging them as such; and (3) to develop uniquely Tibetan theories, 
practices, and systems in an environment often dominated by a sense of cultural 
inferiority.27

Whereas Germano emphasizes the “movement's” function to legitimate pre-existing 

tradition, Janet Gyatso homes in on Germano's third point that the treasure tradition was a 

means to simultaneously allow for innovation, in particular textual innovation. According 

to Gyatso, “the Treasure tradition has provided a way to produce texts that, at least in 

their own milieu, came to be deemed authentic Buddhist scripture, long after the classical 

canon was closed.”28 

25 Ibid., 211.
26 David Germano. “Re-membering the Dismembered Body of Tibet: Contemporary Tibetan Visionary 

Movements in the People's Republic of China.” In Buddhism in Contemporary Tibet: Religious Revival  
and Cultural Identity, edited by Melvyn C. Goldstein and Matthew T. Kapstein. (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1998), 73.

27 Ibid., 75
28 Janet Gyatso. “The Logic of Legitimation in the Tibetan Treasure Tradition.” History Religions 33, no. 

2 (Nov. 1993), 134.
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 The focus on textual innovation brings me to the other avenue by which scholars 

have grappled with terma literature: the issue of classification. Terma literature to a 

certain extent defies the standard categories of canon, apocrypha, and pseudepigrapha 

both by virtue of its esoteric character and the complicated internal logic of Buddhist 

sacred literature most generally. In light of Sumpa Khenpo's sectarian polemic “The 

Purificatory Gem,” one might be instinctively tempted to classify terma as Tibetan 

apocryphal, rather than canonical literature. Yet as Matthiew Kapstein rightly notes, the 

status of “being canonical” is not and has never been a “one-term predicate” in the 

Buddhist world as it has been for much of the Judeo-Christian tradition: “Rather it is a 

two-term predicate of which the relata are a literary corpus on the one hand and a 

religious community on the other, as in 'The Pali Tipitaka is canonical for Theravada 

Buddhists.'”29 The sheer amount of sectarian diversity found within the Buddhist world 

both among and between differing nations, languages, and cultures has successfully 

rendered the unqualified phrase “Buddhist canon” meaningless. But as Kapstein also 

explains, if we define apocrypha as “'a text or group of texts regarded as canonical within 

some Buddhist community, but whose origins are somehow other than they are supposed 

to be,'” then not only terma, but the Mahayana sūtras, and nearly all of Buddhist 

scriptures may be dubbed Buddhist apocrypha as well.30 

Gyatso suggests the terma literature could justifiably be called pseudepigrapha, 

“in that their original authorship is attributed to a buddha, a claim for which historical 

evidence is lacking, as is any evidence of their having been preached and then concealed 

by Padmasambhava in the eighth century.”31 However, the imperative for historical 

evidence implied by the term pseudepigrapha contradicts the internal logic of the (later) 
29 Kapstein 2000, 121.
30 Ibid.,, 122.
31 Gyatso 1993, 103.
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terma tradition, which asserts that Padmasambhava never did in fact preach these 

teachings to his disciples, if we understand his preaching as taking place in the 

conventional physical-temporal world, nor did he write them down. Thus the term 

pseudepigrapha imposes a burden of proof for evidence which need not exist in the first 

place.

Nevertheless, most scholars—most notably Michael Aris—have been quite 

satisfied to conclude that the terma tradition is indeed a pseudepigraphic tradition built on 

false pretense. Though some earlier writers on Tibet such as David Snellgrove and Hugh 

Richardson insisted that “No imaginative or rougish group of Tibetans sat down to invent 

all the stuff out of their heads,” Aris wonders if their reluctance to accept the “entirely 

fabricated nature of the Tibetan 'treasure-texts'” stems from their fascination with and 

desire to uphold the mystery of Tibet.32 Yet Aris himself wishes to maintain that his stern 

evaluation of the tradition should not and does not preclude his (or anyone's) respect for 

it:

To recognize that the whole cult depended on conscious pretence and fraud does 
not mean that we should therefore take an unsympathetic view of its prime 
members or of its ultimate purpose [. . . .] Moreover, if on the one hand the 
authenticity which is claimed for the origin of these treasures is entirely suspect, 
on the other hand and on a different level surely they carry their own authenticity 
as the genuine product of an inspired and highly imaginative character.33 

Here Aris makes several interesting claims which I believe capture the essence of the 

opposing views towards terma enumerated in this chapter. On the one hand, he dismisses 

the “authenticity” of termas on the basis that tertöns, and not Padmasambhava, composed 

these scriptures. In doing so he privileges the viewpoint of those Sarmapa polemicists 

like Sumpa Khenpo in asserting what constitutes scriptural authenticity. Meanwhile, Aris 

32 Aris 1989, 96; David L. Snellgrove and Hugh E. Richardson. A Cultural History of Tibet. (Boulder: 
Shambhala, 1980), 172.

33 Aris 1989, 97.
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takes what the Tibetan Nyingmapas state to be psychic communication in a past life, and 

he—an inheritor of the Euro-American post-Enlightenment rationalistic tradition—

vaguely glosses it as “inspiration.” Moreover, Aris wishes to uphold that the inspiration 

from which these texts were produced lends a different kind of authenticity to termas. Yet 

anthropologist Matthew Kapstein questions just how different Aris' two notions of 

“authenticity” really are. Inspiration must draw itself from a source, and Kapstein 

suggests that any differences between “'authenticity as the genuine product of an inspired 

and highly imaginative character' and 'the authenticity which is claimed for the origin of 

the treasures'” (Aris' own phrases) are simply derived from two cultures' radically 

different understandings of what exactly the source of inspiration really is.34 Here I 

myself would even critique Kapstein, for I believe he need not look across cultures but 

simply among Tibetan culture: Aris' opposing criteria for scriptural authenticity is the 

very foundation for Nyingma versus Sarmapa disputes on the authenticity of termas.

But whether “authentic” inspiration is the product of one's own effort and 

imagination or truly the external workings of another agent is of course not a question I 

will attempt to answer. Instead, it is to these “inspired and wholly imaginative characters” 

I turn next, to see both what their revelations mean for themselves personally and how 

tertöns have gone about justifying their discoveries. Over the next two chapters, I invite 

my readers to reconsider the emphasis placed on the treasure tradition as a textual 

tradition, as I discuss the significance of the discoverer of said texts—the tertön. 

34 Kapstein 2000, 137.
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CHAPTER 2: Revelation, Past Lives, and Identity

In this chapter I will consider the relationship between a terma and the one who 

discovers it—the tertön. In particular I address the questions of what the revelation of 

terma means to and what consequences a terma poses for its discoverer. I draw on the 

explanations of several Tibetan authors as well as the autobiographical writings of a few 

renowned tertöns in order to show that the discovery of a treasure is a revelation which 

comes to be the defining feature of a tertön's self-identity.

Any discussion of Tibetan Buddhist self-identity begins with at least a brief 

explanation of the Indo-Tibetan cosmological system of karma and rebirth. The 

doctrinal/philosophical basis upon which the Prince Siddhartha-turned-Buddha 

Śakyamuni established his religious movement in India centered around a new solution to 

the spiritual conundrum of perpetual rebirth. In essence, the Buddha's new revolutionary 

solution denied any substantial continuity of the person across successive rebirths. Thus 

he advocated a cessation of grasping at the individual sense of self—the ego—a fictitious 

entity which guides common people's everyday unenlightened behavior due to the fact 

that it requires constant gratification. Such behavior or action (which is the literal 

meaning of karma in Sanskrit) acts as the momentum catalyzing the very chain of 

successive rebirths in different situations according to the virtues and vices exhibited in 

one's lifetime. Through adhering to a prescribed regimen of behavior, known as the noble 

eight-fold path, one could, the Buddha taught, completely destroy this ego and awaken 

from a deluded sense of selfhood. At this point altruistic intention would become the sole 

motivation for individual behavior, thereby inhibiting the source of karma and resulting 

in complete liberation: nirvana. 

Thus reads the textbook version of Buddhist doctrine. The subsequent two 
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millenia have seen numerous developments, elucidations, and thematic evolutions in this 

Buddhist soteriological project. Most relevant for purposes of the current discussion is 

the development of the bodhisattva, the noble being who intentionally withholds his or 

her individual liberation so as to remain in the world and aid other sentient beings in 

reaching their own awakening. The bodhisattva became the standard of virtue for the 

umbrella “sect” of Buddhism called the Mahayana (or “Great Vehicle”), a model which 

becomes retrojected onto the historical Buddha himself: He did not become enlightened 

in the lifetime of Prince Siddhartha. Instead, he was already enlightened from a previous 

lifetime, but returned to this world and put on a cunning and convincing performance, so 

as to attract a following and enable numerous disciples to discover the teachings—the 

dharma—that he himself had discovered. 

The historical Buddha, however, was not the only fully realized and altruistic 

figure. For Tibetans there is another Buddha who stands as the central pillar behind the 

entire treasure tradition. Tibetans say that Guru Padmasambhava was not even born of a 

woman. Nay, he sprung from a lotus flower in Oddiyana, what is now Swat Valley, 

Pakistan. Not a native Tibetan himself, he was invited to Tibet in the eighth century by 

the most celebrated and posthumously glorified monarch, Trisong Detsen, as part of the 

imperial import of Buddhism from India. The king, allegedly a zealous convert to 

Buddhism, had previously invited the abbot of India's Nalanda University, Santaraksita, 

to oversee the construction of Tibet's first monastery at Samyé. However, for reasons 

largely lost to history, the project had met obstacles which the king and his advisors 

attributed to indigenous demonic spirits who were opposed to the spread of Buddhism in 

Tibet. Thus, at the recommendation of Santaraksita, the king invited the renowned tantric 

adept, magician, and sorcerer Padmasambhava to pacify and subdue these demons who 
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were opposed to the Buddha's teachings.35 

Whatever the details of his stay in Tibet may have been, Padmasambhava's 

mission was undoubtedly a success, for the monastery was completed, and subsequently 

“the king Tri Songdetsen, the monk Shantaraksita, and the adept Padmasambhava came 

to be popularly revered as the trinity of the Tibetan conversion and so represent three of 

the major constituents of the Tibetan religious world: patron, monk, and tantric adept.”36 

Curiously though, as Gyatso notes, it was Padmasambhava above all who “is given credit 

for making possible the conversion of the country to Buddhism, a fundamental 

component of Tibetan identity.”37 

During his stay in Tibet, Padmasambhava earned himself a close following of 

disciples, which included the king as well as leading members of the imperial court.38 To 

these disciples he bestowed teachings, empowerments, and finally, terma. “Among those 

disciples the most fortunate,” according to Dodrup Chen, “were those whose flower fell 

on the central deity of the mandala when their empowerments were conferred. To them 

he gave the Mind-mandate Transmission (gTad rGya) of the teachings and recognized 

them as his own regents and blessed them to tame the beings of the end-age.”39 Thondup 

clarifies what it means to have one's flower fall on the central deity: “When a tantric 

master confers an empowerment, the disciple first casts a flower into the mandala to 

determine to which family of deities he belongs. This text refers to the Mind-mandate 

Transmission given to a person whose flower has fallen upon the central deity.”40 The 

35 Dudjom 1991, 513; Thondup, 1997, 53; Yeshe Tsogyal. The Lotus-Born: The Life Story of  
Padmasambhava. Translated by Erik Pema Kungsang. Edited by Marcia Binder Schmidt. (Boston: 
Shambhala South Asia Editions, 1999), 59.

36 Matthew T. Kapstein. The Tibetans. (Malden: Blackwell Publishing, 2008), 68.
37 Gyatso 1998, 155.
38 Kapstein 2008, 69-70.
39 Cited in Thondup 1997, 103.
40 Thondup 1997, 235. See footnote 119.
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Nyingma tradition generally upholds that these were Padmasambhava's twenty-five 

realized disciples, which includes the king Trisong Detsen.

This so-called “mind mandate transmission,” as explained in the preceding 

chapter, marks the beginning of the terma process according to the Tibetan tradition. 

Janet Gyatso choses to translate this term as the “appointment,” which perhaps better 

renders its meaning. However, Thondup's rendering as “mind-mandate transmission” 

illuminates the psychic aspect of the terma's concealment. The revelation event of a terma 

occurs hundreds of years later in the visionary experiences or dreams (a distinction not 

altogether upheld in the Tibetan language) of the discoverer. This revelation, the 

visionary experience in which Padmasambhava's appointment comes to fruition, 

however, is a revelation on two levels. On the one hand, the now-tertön receives or 

remembers teachings appointed to him. But this revelation is equally a confirmation of a 

past life, a past identity—one as the direct disciple of Padmasambhava. If the mind-

mandate transmission is a form of “direct” transmission (nye rgyud) bestowed in order to 

preserve the teachings over the course of time (refer back to Chapter One), then the tertön 

is regarded as a direct student of Padmasambhava, arguably one of the most revered 

religious teachers in Tibetan history.

Serenity Young, in her book Dreaming in the Lotus, adamantly stresses that 

dreams and visions constitute socially acceptable forms of cognition in the Indo-Tibetan 

Buddhist world.41 In most Buddhist texts, dreams are described as seen rather than had by 

the dreamer, suggesting that the content of the dream is not a product of a dreamer's 

consciousness, but rather the dreamer is the witness to an event occurring outside of 

ordinary waking reality.42 Thus the genuine visions in which the tertöns-to-be “discover” 
41 Serinity Young. Dreaming in the Lotus: Buddhist Dream Narrative, Imagery and Practice. (Boston: 

Wisdom Publications, 1999), 14.
42 Ibid., 13.
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their appointed terma as well as their past line of rebirths, is not considered the fantastical 

projections of one's secret desires in the Tibetan context, as contemporary psychoanalysis 

might interpret them to be. 

 Nevertheless, the possibility of a charlatan boasting a false vision, and thereby a 

false terma has been a real concern for the entire Tibetan religious community. However, 

according to Gyatso, “the ones who display the most doubts are the discoverers 

themselves. They often highlight their worries about the authenticity of a Treasure in their 

autobiographical account of the revelation event.”43 We see this uncertainty and self-

doubt in the famous tertön Jikme Lingpa's autobiographical account of his principal 

discovery, the Longchen Nyingtik. He dreams of mounting a white lioness who carries 

him to the Bodhnath Stupa in Nepal, whereupon he confronts the dakini who hands him a 

wooden casket and confirms to him, “'In the perception of the pure circle, / You are 

Trisong Detsen.'”44 Jikme Lingpa is overjoyed, yet also timid. He opens the box, which 

contains five scrolls and seven crystals. As he begins to read the scrolls his first impulse 

is to question whether this revelation was truly meant for him. Thus he skips right down 

to the prophetic section of the text (known as the byang bu) whereupon he reads 

“'Preached as the Dharma lot for the Dharma kings, father and son.'”45 The meaning is 

clear: the title “Dharma king” is reserved almost exclusively in Tibet for Trisong Detsen, 

whose son, Mu-ne Tsenpo, also reigned for a short time subsequent to his father. 

We clearly see the profound consequences which a terma revelation poses for the 

tertön's self-identity in the dakini's statement, “In the perception of the pure circle, / You 

are Trisong Detsen.” Gyatso, who translates Jikme Lingpa's autobiography, stresses that 

“We cannot underestimate the significance of the fact that Jigme Lingpa understands [his] 
43 Gyatso 1998, 162.
44 Ibid., 57.
45 Ibid.
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visions [. . .] to be telling him that he himself was King Trisong Detsen.”46 At the same 

time, a paradox emerges. As explained at the outset of this chapter, the fundamental 

maxim of Buddhist doctrine denies any permanent, autonomous, and enduring substance 

to the self or continuity of the person. Yet each sentient being must have a specific chain 

of rebirths unique to him, or else the cycle of rebirth would not be such a grand dilemma. 

So what is it exactly that is reborn over and over again? 

Followers of the Buddha have been answering this question since time 

immemorial, and I will not attempt to provide a single coherent answer. Nevertheless, it 

is quite clear from the autobiographical accounts of tertöns Jikme Lingpa, Pema Lingpa, 

and Terchen Barway Dorje that they are all extremely aware of their own past lives. Each 

includes in his autobiography an “Account of Previous Lives,” a straightforward list of 

his past emanations which frequently date all the way back to the time of the historical 

Buddha in India, and always includes an emanation as one of the recorded disciples of 

Padmasambhava during his stay in Tibet. Jikme Lingpa, as we have seen, was the king. 

Terchen Barway was Nupchen Sangye Yeshe who allegedly founded the so called White 

Sangha, or non-monastic sector of yogis within the Tibetan Nyingma. Finally, Pema 

Lingpa was Pemasel, daughter of the king and princess of Tibet.47 Did these tertöns 

honestly and truly believe themselves to be the later incarnations of such esteemed 

figures of Tibetan history? To try to access another's inner convictions is of course only a 

speculative enterprise. Yet I find it significant that even the treasure tradition's most vocal 

critic, Michael Aris, who had no qualms dismissing Pema Lingpa as a charlatan who 

fabricated his own terma, still maintained that he “truly regarded himself as someone 

extraordinarily special who stood in closest association with the divine guru 
46 Ibid., 152.
47 Aris 1989, 26; Terchen Barway Dorje. Precious Essence: The Inner Autobiography of Terchen Barway 

Dorje. Translated by Yeshe Gyamtso. (Woodstock: KTD Publications, 2010), 23. 
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Padmasambhava.”48 Aris considered Pema Linga's conviction to be “so overwhelming 

and so uncontrived in the midst of everything else that is fabricated that it must stand as 

the prime moving force in his life.”49 

Moreover, it seems equally clear from reading these autobiographical accounts 

that for these tertöns, the doctrine of selflessness does not preclude personal identity, for 

they embrace their past lives as part of their own current identity, which gives them the 

self-assurance that their terma revelations are legitimate. Gyatso writes that the 

autobiographical narratives of tertöns entail “the construction of a link, a bridge, between 

the scene of the origin of the Treasure and the present context in which its revelation is 

taking place.”50 This bridge between past and present has the consequence for the tertön 

that his self-identity includes more than just his “self” in its current incarnation; the entire 

continuum of past identities becomes subsumed within the current one. Thus when Jikme 

Lingpa opens his autobiography Dancing Moon in the Water with the declaration “I've 

met the own-face of Father Padma[sambhava], / the son of the conquerors,” he is on the 

one hand referring to the visionary experiences in his current life, but is simultaneously 

alluding to a communion hundreds of years prior in his past life as the king Trisong 

Detsen.51 

To have been appointed a terma in a past life—to be, as Dodrup Chen calls it, one 

of those “most fortunate” disciples—nevertheless entails a considerable external 

manipulation or engineering of one's future lifetimes. The tradition holds, according to 

Gyatso, that with each appointment, Padmasambhava uttered a prophecy of the revelation 

(bka'-'bab lung-bstan), which variably predicts “the family, place of birth, salient political 

48 Aris 1989, 98.
49 Ibid.
50 Gyatso 1993,132.
51 Gyatso 1998, 17.
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or meteorological conditions, and other features of the life of the discoverer, along with 

the dates and circumstances of the Treasure revelation.”52 Such a prophecy is revealed to 

the tertön accompanying the terma revelation itself. Though he does not cite any specific 

prophetical text, Terchen Barway Dorje states confidently in his autobiography:

Guru Rinpoche looked upon the place of my birth, Lei Darlung in the southeast of 
this snowy land [. . . .] Then Guru Rinpoche looked upon my father—Rakshul 
Mehlha Targyay, a rebirth of Takkar Apo, an exemplary man by either standard, of 
noble family—and my mother, a rebirth of Monmo Tashi Khyidren, descended 
from the family of Jangpon Dopal. [. . . .] Guru Rinpoche looked upon the time of 
my birth, in the evening of a 'fiercing day,' during the waning phase of the twelfth 
month in the Male Fire Monkey Year, called Dongen, of the fourteenth cycle 
[1836 C.E.].53 

Moreover, when he was only five years old, Terchen Barway receives his first vision of 

Padmasambhava in a dream which sets him on his path of future discoveries. 

Padmasambhava instructs him to go cirumambulate a nearby mountain and lake. When 

he does, the young Terchen Barway uncovers his first termas: a picture and relics of 

Padmasambhava which he calls a relic of his “bodhicitta” or awakening mind.54 He 

returns home and keeps them secret and concealed within a deerskin pouch, which he 

wears constantly thereafter around his neck.

Gyatso points out that the plausibility of Padmasambhava's ongoing manipulation 

of his tertöns' lives has the backhanded effect that it reduces the tertön to “a kind of 

automaton [. . .] a mere pawn in the grand plan of the Precious Guru's design, a plan that 

has as its central purpose not the needs of that particular individual but rather the good of 

the Tibetan people as a whole.”55 The tertön is in this regard an instrument in a Buddha's 

skillful means, a “predetermined emissary” of the Precious Guru.56 Yet if 

52 Ibid., 160.
53 Barway 2005, 30-31.
54 Ibid., 32.
55 Gyatso 1998, 160.
56 Ibid., 147.
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Padmasambhava intentionally concealed his treasures to be revealed at a more auspicious 

time and place, then a tertön must exhibit some requisite level of credentials in order to 

be entrusted with such important texts and relics.57 The tertön must be an accomplished 

and sophisticated Buddhist meditator as a prerequisite to be a tertön, since authentic 

scriptural revelation only comes to those gifted with a religious aptitude for deciphering 

visionary experiences. And in this light, the tertön must be a unique individual. 

A short way into his autobiography, after recounting a prophecy which he 

interprets to refer to himself, Jikme Lingpa makes an interesting proclamation which 

exemplifies this paradox of his identity:

In this lifetime, it has not been at all necessary to become fatigued and so forth, 
cutting and polishing my scholarship and textual studies in association with a 
mentor. Since I have perfected the display-energy to show my prowess, developed 
in previous [lifetimes], my awareness is freed into the open directions. Thus am I 
freed from the ravine of expectation or anxiety. Whatever happens, I decide that it 
is fine. Having broken out of the trap of wishful thinking, I don't listen to what 
anyone says. I act with great roomy spontaneity, and since appearance dawns as 
text, I understand everything that occurs to be a key instruction.58 

Jikme Lingpa's radical claim to independence from a mentor is particularly striking in a 

country where the figure of the lama is so esteemed that Tibetans prefix the lama as a 

fourth jewel of refuge prior to the traditional Buddha, dharma, and sangha. But more 

importantly, Jikme Lingpa simultaneously asserts his own independence and accepts that 

Padmasambhava predetermined much of his life. But Jikme Lingpa never expresses any 

feeling that his individual agency has been compromised. Instead, he seems content to 

believe that any previous “engineering” of his individual emanation line functions in 

parallel with the cosmological force of karma. Thus for Jikme Lingpa, the awareness of 

his own predetermination to be a tertön is no cause for concern; rather, it ironically 

57 Gyatso 1993, 123.
58 Gyatso 1998, 34.
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results in a cocky carefree attitude which enforces a feeling of his own uniqueness. 

Presuming there is a hint of truth to this psychological profile in Jikme Lingpa's 

autobiographical self-presentation, I encourage readers to keep his confident declaration 

in mind as I turn next to analyzing how he as well as other tertöns have gone about 

presenting themselves within Tibetan society, and the complex albeit somewhat uncertain 

social relationships which give rise to their celebrity.
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CHAPTER 3: Presentation, Legitimation, and Authority

Up until now, my discussion has focused on the tertön's private revelation, the 

inner experienced reality of the treasure discoverer. Now I wish to shift perspectives and 

consider the social reality of the tertön, who is, to be sure, a controversial public figure. 

While tertöns frequently keep their discoveries secret for some time,59 at some point the 

private revelation must become a public declaration; these people must broadcast their 

newfound texts and identities into the public sphere in order to rise to the status of a 

legitimate religious authority. The discovery—or composition, if we assume a skeptical 

view towards the tradition—necessitates a subsequent process of legitimation, and in this 

chapter I explore avenues by which that legitimation is enabled. After evaluating Janet 

Gyatso's theory that the legitimation is achieved through autobiographical narratives, I 

proceed to extract what useful information I see in Michael Aris' case study of Pema 

Lingpa. I conclude with my own hypothesis that terma acts as a conduit for a tertön's pre-

existent charismatic personality.

Gyatso, who has studied the treasure tradition probably more than any other 

academic, argues that one of the most common strategies by which tertöns legitimate 

their discoveries is essentially through autobiographical self-presentation. Curiously, the 

entire genre of autobiography was absent in India and Buddhist China, but it exploded in 

Tibet. Gyatso believes the genre's success was in part due to literary tendencies in pre-

Buddhist Tibet, where there is a substantial body of literature devoted to recording 

histories and genealogies. “To present a thing's genealogy,” she claims, “is tantamount to 

an assertion of its legitimacy.”60 With what she calls the “dawn of the Buddhist hegemony 

in Tibet” concurrent with and subsequent to the rise and fall of the Yarlung empire, 

59 Gyatso 1998, 227.
60 Ibid., 117.
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Gyatso believes there emerged “a competitive climate in which the personal 

accomplishments of the individual religious master became a centerpiece in the struggle 

to establish a lineage and eventually an institution and a power base.”61 Therefore, she 

considers the need for self-assertion to be one of the principal factors which led to the 

birth of the autobiographical genre in Tibet. 

If self-assertion has historically been one of the key authorial motivations to 

compose self-narratives, it comes as no surprise that “Treasure discoverers are among the 

most prolific writers of autobiography in Tibetan literary history.”62 When a treasure text 

is published and printed—the method in Tibet being xylography, or woodblock printing

—it nearly always includes a conjoined body of literature openly composed by the tertön 

and devoted to presenting the text, somewhat analogous to an editor's preface or 

afterword in contemporary academia. The entire corpus of these texts, including the 

treasure itself as the “root text” (gzhung rtsa), is commonly referred to as a “Treasure 

cycle.”63 One or more of these supplementary texts serves the specific purpose of 

“engendering of confidence” (nges-shes bskyes-pa) in the terma's authenticity, and is 

“usually placed first in the [treasure] cycle in its published form, as a kind of 

prolegomenon.”64 It is in these texts, Gyatso argues, that we “find in overt form the 

various arguments for scriptural legitimacy that were advanced in the Treasure 

tradition.”65

 Together these confidence-engendering accounts provide the complete historical 

narrative of the transmission of the terma, which Gyatso subdivides into two useful 

61 Ibid., 116.
62 Ibid., 145-147.
63 Gyatso 1993, 109.
64 Ibid., 110.
65 Ibid., 111.
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categories: the  “origin” account and the “revelation” account.66 Texts of the former 

category describe the conditions at the time of Padmasambhava, narrate the appointment, 

and relate Padmasambhava's prophetic dictate of when the text is to be discovered. By 

contrast the revelation account, as its name suggests, narrates conditions leading up to as 

well as the scene of the treasure's discovery within the tertön's own lifetime. 

These revelation accounts, sometimes referred to in their Tibetan titles as 

“expressions of realization” (rtogs brjod), frequently coincide with or are appendices to a 

tertön's own autobiography. For instance, the eighteenth century tertön, Jikme Lingpa, 

published two intertwined autobiographies together with his principal discovery, the 

Longchen Nyingtik. The first of these, entitled Dancing Moon in the Water, 

chronologically narrates all of the major events in his life, from his earliest days to the 

time of composition. But for the detailed account of his terma revelation, Dancing Moon 

directs its readers to turn to the second and considerably shorter autobiography, Dakki's  

Grand Secret-Talk, of which his terma discovery is the sole content.67 Both texts fall into 

subgenres of Tibetan autobiographies called “secret” autobiographies (gsang ba'i rang 

rnam). This special subgenre, favored by tertöns, limits its focus strictly to the author's 

various visionary experiences and personal revelations—what Gyatso calls the 

“'experienced reality'” of the author as opposed to “'the realm of brute external fact.'”68 To 

be dubbed a “secret” autobiography is therefore not necessarily to imply that its content is 

restricted to a select audience, but is instead a statement of its content—esoteric and 

personal experiences which could not be known to anyone but the author. 

As one might expect, the will to establish his own legitimacy is an easily 

66 Ibid. Gyatso notes that this is an imposed taxonomy which is exists nowhere in the Tibetan tradition, yet 
at the same time she has never seen them presented as one contiguous text.

67 Gyatso 1998, 30 and 273. Why the two texts are not simply merged is a question to which neither I nor 
Gyatso have  an answer.

68 Ibid., 7.
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discernible—though not explicitly stated—theme throughout the autobiographies of 

Jikme Lingpa. He opens Dancing Moon immediately by expressing a dissatisfaction that 

readers “are still beguiled by the cunning magician,” who flaunts his attainments in order 

to earn fame.69 But even though, he concedes, a reader has no way of distinguishing the 

true visions of a master from those of a charlatan, he feels compelled to share his 

visionary experiences, not out of pride nor to impress, (which would of course 

characterize the fool or the trickster), but instead to be educative. Already we can see 

Jikme Lingpa asserting his authority while attempting to distance himself from the crowd 

of false tertöns. The same intention to educate his audience resonates in the 

autobiography of Terchen Barway, who claims he only reluctantly composed it due to the 

repeated insistence of a devoted student.70

But the strategies of legitimation far exceed rhetoric. Gyatso explains how these 

authors employ a strategic and intentional oscillation between one extreme of confident 

self-aggrandizement and another of modest humility bordering on self-doubt or even self-

deprecation. These two poles of self-presentation, when read in relation to the author's 

identity as a tertön, leads her to go so far as to say that nearly every single episode (at 

least in Jikme Lingpa's autobiography) may be “seen as heralding his career as a Treasure 

discoverer.”71 

The tertön is faced with two opposing constraints. On the one hand, as a 

predetermined emissary of the greatest religious teacher in Tibetan history, he must assert 

his own legitimacy with confidence. Together with the need to demonstrate one's 

requisite meditative attainments (for reasons explained above), this results in the 

occasional and sometimes surprisingly self-aggrandizing statements, such as Jikme 
69 Ibid., 16.
70 Barway 2002, 9-11.
71 Gyatso 1998, 164.
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Lingpa's grand proclamation of independence quoted in the previous chapter. Tertöns also 

make use of prophetic declarations—ascertained either through their own visions or 

through the writings of other tertöns as key self-legitimating devices.72 For example, in 

Dancing Moon, Jikme Lingpa recounts an archived prophecy of past tertön Chöje Lingpa 

(allegedly his own immediate past emanation), which states that a bodhisattva from Yor 

Valley with the name Padma and having moles and birthmarks around the heart and navel 

“will protect teachings of the Old Word.”73 Despite the vague predicate, Jikme Lingpa 

rationalizes himself to be the referent of this prophecy. First, however, Lingpa must 

demonstrate that all of the specifications conform to his being, which becomes 

problematic in that he is not named Padma. Yet he “resolves” this issue by recounting a 

convenient vision in which Padmasambhava, through a tantric initiation, confers upon 

him the name Padma Wangchen.74 The thoroughly dubious endeavor in prophetical 

interpretation is nevertheless a necessary component to Jikme Lingpa's presentation of his 

own self-confidence.

On the other hand, as an inherently questionable figure, the tertön must maintain a 

certain level of humility and abstain from an overly zealous self-presentation. The 

treasure tradition has always been subject to much scrutiny by the Tibetan populace, for 

which the possibility of a disingenuous tertön boasting a fake “treasure” was a very real 

concern. We have already seen Jikme Lingpa address this concern in his opening lines 

warning of the cunning magician. Thus his inclusion of certain humbling episodes, such 

as frequent admissions of fault, should not be regarded as a break from his overall project 

of self-legitimation, for they are necessary in order to distance the author from those 

charlatans who lay claim to revelation for the sake of personal gain. The interspersed 
72 Ibid., 160-166 and 240-241.
73 Ibid., 33.
74 Ibid., 165.
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displays of humility and/or weakness thereby cast the author in a positive light, 

“especially in the Tibetan social context [. . .] where such ironic self-effacement is often 

admired.”75 For instance, in his autobiography, Terchen Barway recounts multiple 

instances in his early days wherein he indulged in alcohol, even while in a monastery or 

temple.76 Moreover, one of the multiple songs recorded in his autobiography contains the 

confession:

I am well but use up the result of past virtue
By chasing after poisonous offerings and wandering through villages.
I tell myself this is altruistic, but it is really just selfishness.
I feel sorry for myself, but there is nothing to be done [about what is in the past].77

Meanwhile, Jikme Lingpa's most fascinating concession (insofar as he chose to include 

it) occurs at the moment when he receives the revelation of the principal treasure for 

which he became renowned, the Longchen Nyingtik. In this moment of confirmation and 

pure joy, when Jikme Lingpa thinks about returning home to show his mother, he is 

interrupted by another dakini figure who scolds him on two accounts: “This is to be kept 

secret,” she says, “Your being overly pleased to show it is a real problem.”78 Moreover, 

she explains to him that the scrolls are not meant to be read—they are meant to be 

ingested. He follows her command, and immediately the entirety of the text becomes 

imprinted on his mind. Thus the pinnacle event, and indeed the defining moment of 

Jikme Lingpa's life, was plagued by his own error, confusion, and misapprehension, but 

his humility to divulge that information works in his favor.

While Gyatso's argument that autobiographies have historically served as tertöns' 

key self-legitimating device may not be altogether incorrect, her thesis overlooks the fact 

that the very publication of these texts first necessitates a patron to fund them as well as 

75 Ibid.,, 232.
76 Barway 2002, 65 and 84.
77 Ibid., 105.
78 Gyatso 1998, 58.
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an audience with an expectation and disposition to read them. The circumstances 

surrounding the publication of Jikme Lingpa's collected works perhaps best illustrates my 

point. The xylographs for Jikme Lingpa's entire corpus of writing were printed under the 

patronage of the queen of Derge, a principality in eastern Tibet, while he himself hailed 

from Lhasa.79 As Gyatso herself admits, “Such patronage in turn required that the public 

persona of Jigme Lingpa [already] have popular appeal.”80 The problem with considering 

autobiographies as a tertön's primary legitimating device is that they can only be printed 

and disseminated after a tertön has earned a patron, which in turn requires enough 

renown to have a receptive audience. Hence we are still left with a problem: Gyatso's 

thesis skips a step in the process in the tertön's “social birth,” for by the time he has 

published his treasure cycle, he has already won the allegiance of at least one patron. 

This early phase in the process of a tertön's rise to fame most interests me; 

unfortunately, however, almost no research in the field of Tibetan studies has been 

devoted specifically to analyzing the public face of tertöns. With the one possible 

exception of Michael Aris' Hidden Treasures and Secret Lives, there has not been, to my 

knowledge, a single historically, sociologically, or anthropologically oriented study of 

this process by which a tertön is “born” within Tibetan society. Aris' book, however, reads 

much like a biographical polemic and is devoted primarily to asserting the fraudulence of 

the Bhutanese tertön, Pema Lingpa, by subjecting the fantastical elements in his 

autobiography to the Western light of Reason. He is less concerned with analyzing the 

complex social relationships and interactions which gave rise to Pema Lingpa's 

tremendous fame as much as commenting on how the basis for his celebrity was a clever 

fabrication. Nevertheless, some of the details contained in his book contain information 

79 Ibid., 3 and 124.
80 Ibid., 124.
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useful for constructing and speculating on the social birth of a tertön.

Aris first notes that Pema Lingpa was born to a father who came from “the longest 

and most venerated line of hereditary Nyingmapa priests in the eastern Himalayas.”81 His 

father's first cousin also happened to be a major political figure, the “ruling incumbent to 

the family throne at Sombrang.”82 Aris also tells us that a local lama volunteers to be his 

first patron when Pema Lingpa was to “expound the text [his first terma] to the public,” 

which entailed a ritual performance of the text sung.83 By mentioning the status of Pema 

Lingpa's father, Aris clearly insinuates that Pema Lingpa's fame may have been in some 

part due to his familial ties to monastic officials and the political aristocracy. Yet Aris 

makes no mention of who this local lama was and whether or not he—or any of Pema 

Lingpa's earliest patrons—were somehow affiliated with Pema Lingpa's father. Aris also 

mentions that potential students and patrons frequently requested that Pema Lingpa 

publicly extract a new terma from the earth in a public demonstration sometimes referred 

to as a “crowd treasure” (khrom gter) as tangible proof of the discoverer's legitimacy.84 

According to his autobiography, Pema Lingpa claims that some of these demonstrations 

were witnessed by thousands of people.85 While we should question the grand number of 

attendees without corroboration, the fact of these public demonstrations introduces the 

possibility of a tertön asserting his legitimacy through public spectacle. Intriguingly, Aris 

comments that “What was actually contained in the chest at the time of its 'discovery' did 

not much matter since it was the custom not to open it immediately but rather to wait till 

the appointed time according to further instructions in the 'prophecy.'”86 Regardless, he 

81 Aris 1989, 98.
82 Ibid.
83 Ibid., 40.
84 Ibid., 41 and 48.
85 Ibid., 79.
86 Ibid., 50.
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suggests that “the only rational explanation” for how Pema Lingpa could have pulled 

these off is if he had “previously got wind of the nobles' intention to ask him to find the 

treasure and so he had contrived to put it in position before the hunt began.”87 

This explanation falls in line with Aris' overall agenda of depicting Pema Lingpa 

as a clever charlatan, and thus we should be careful to avoid accepting his conclusions 

merely because they accord with our own rationalistic expectations. Moreover, Aris' 

study of Pema Lingpa draws on his own autobiography as its primary source, and many 

of the events discussed would greatly benefit from a secondary viewpoint. Finally, we 

should be careful in generalizing Aris' conclusions to all tertöns, for the simple reason 

that Pema Lingpa seems to have been a rather atypical tertön. For instance, he received 

no formal religious training in his youth, which, if Jikme Lingpa's assertion of his own 

independence was striking enough, Pema Lingpa's complete lack of religious training 

seems all the more incredible.88 Finally, if we accept the basic narratives throughout Pema 

Lingpa's autobiography, his main strategy to appease his critics and win over new patrons 

and disciples seems to be through the process of uncovering these “crowd treasures.” 

While I have encountered the concept of a public terma discovery in other sources, most 

gloss them over as rare events and so I feel hesitant to consider the phenomenon of a 

public revelation to be a tertön's primary mode of tangibly verifying his discoveries. 

What we may generalize with some certainty is that tertöns do not earn their 

authority solely through the usual institutionalized means of a monastic upbringing. The 

mention of “false tertöns” or “false terma” throughout the Tibetan sources I have read 

leads me to speculate that some tertöns succeed in becoming acceptable religious 

authorities, while others failed.89 The autobiographical accounts of several tertöns imply 
87 Ibid.
88 Ibid., 34.
89 None of my Tibetan sources, however, cite any specific examples of so-called “false” tertöns.
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that these people were generally non-monastic, itinerant, and often supported by the 

nobility. So how and why did so many become authoritative figures? I am unsatisfied 

with the premise that each and every tertön was able to successfully legitimate 

themselves and their discoveries primarily from being born into/having familial ties to the 

upper echelon of Tibetan society or through the performance of a grand magic show, as 

may have been the case with Pema Lingpa. Therefore, I put forward the hypothesis that 

the key feature characteristic of all successful tertöns may have been some sort of 

personal charisma. As famously defined by Max Weber, “charisma” is:

a certain quality of an individual personality by virtue of which he is set apart 
from ordinary men and treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or at 
least specifically exceptional powers or qualities. These are such as are not 
accessible to the ordinary person, but are regarded as of divine origin or as 
exemplary, and on the basis of them the individual concerned is treated as a 
leader.90 

It is easy to see how a tertön easily fits Weber's definition, and I am not alone in making 

the connection. A tertön has been entrusted with a special teaching by Padmasambhava 

specifically engineered to lay dormant in the tertön's consciousness until the exact 

moment in time when it appears, implying that he was—and still “is” to some extent—

one of Padmasambhava's closest disciples and maintains a channel to communicate with 

this past master hundreds—or even a thousand—years after his physical death in the 

world. This special connection to Padmasambhava is only available to a select few due to 

their past embodiments, which make them, as Dudjom Rinpoche explains, “genuinely 

beyond the perceptual range of ordinary beings.”91 Moreover, even the skeptical Aris 

believes that for all Pema Lingpa's connections, his authority—at least as it was perceived 

by his many followers—derived more from his connection to Padmasambhava than it did 

90 Max Weber. The Theory of Social and Economic Organization. Translated and edited by A. M. 
Henderson, and Talcott Parsons. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1947), 358-359.

91 Dudjom 2002, 746.
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from his familial ancestry.92 

Nevertheless, applying Weber's definition to a tertön must come with one 

addendum. I do not wish to make the mistake of claiming that charisma comes entirely 

through the discovery of terma, or more specifically through the visionary experience 

which yields it. Though charisma remains in the eyes of the prospective disciples, the fact 

that some tertöns never attracted a following suggests that the mere presence of a terma is 

not enough to guarantee the tertön a receptive audience. Charisma must still be a quality 

unique to the individual personality, whereas the presence of terma provides a useful 

“conduit” for its expression which would be otherwise unavailable. Meanwhile, the 

charismatic presence of the tertön itself helps lend an air of authenticity to the uncovered 

terma, in a circular process of affirmation. 

The characterization of tertöns as charismatic authorities according to Weber's 

typology combined with the suggestion that the charismatic personality itself aids in the 

process of legitimizing the terma leads me to confront the issue of succession. For if, as I 

suggest, the individual qualities of a tertön's personality are both bolstered by and 

simultaneously work to authenticate his terma, then what becomes of the tertön's 

disciples as well as his text once he passes away? According to Weber's famous thesis, 

the succession of a charismatic leader inevitably leads to a process of rationalization or 

“routinization” of his authority. Weber suggests this can be accomplished though such 

means as hereditary succession, the appointment of a successor by the leader, or through 

the community's selection of a new leader on the basis of similar qualities which 

characterized the original charismatic leader.93 Each of the tertöns I have studied in the 

course of my research founded distinct lineages of religious hierarchs who claimed to 

92 Aris 1989, 24.
93 Weber 1947, 364-366.
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possess the authority to teach the original terma, many of which persist even into the 

present day. What is interesting about these lineages is that nearly all of Weber's primary 

forms of routinization have taken form in the development of those lineages.

In the same way that Padmasambhava appointed the tertön to be his successor, the 

tertön possesses the similar authority to determine who will be his successor, a specific 

title in Tibet called the principal lineage holder (rtsa ba'i chos bdag). Such was the case 

for Terchen Barway, who appointed his closest student Kagyu Tashi to be the principal 

authority over his treasure cycle (incidentally, this was the same devoted student who 

supposedly elicited Terchen Barway to compose his autobiography). Nevertheless, once a 

disciple has been appointed as a successor, the future of the lineage is not fated to follow 

suit with the same process of appointment. Another common mode of authoritative 

succession in tertön lineages is through the leader's intentional reincarnation and the 

community's re-discovery of that newly reborn leader. This process should sound familiar 

to most readers as the process by which the Dalai Lamas are selected. In reality, however, 

this mode of authoritative succession through intentional reincarnation became 

institutionalized and widespread throughout Tibet, and there are many of these so-called 

tulkus (sprul sku) aside from just the Dalai Lama. In some ways the tertöns themselves 

are a form of proto-tulkus in that their authority derives from a past life and their ability 

to remember it, the most notable difference being that the tertöns are in a sense “self-

conferred” tulkus.94 Parallels aside, authoritative succession by which a new figure is 

claimed to be the reincarnation of the original tertön finds precedent in the lineages of 

both Jikme Lingpa and Pema Lingpa.95

For Weber, the most significant aspect of the routinization of charismatic authority 

94 Gyatso 1998, 127.
95 Aris 1989, 15; Gyatso 1998, 3.
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was that “the charismatic group tends to develop into one of the forms of everyday 

authority.”96 What Weber himself meant by this statement was that the descendants or 

movement elicited by a charismatic leadership slowly loses its revolutionary, even “anti-

economic,” character as that movement itself becomes an established part of a given 

society. What I find most fascinating in the application of Weber's thesis to the tertöns is 

that his argument applies not only to the lineages derived from the tertöns, but to the very 

means by which tertöns could claim themselves to be authorities in the first place. As the 

sheer number of tertöns throughout Tibetan history suggests, the claim to scriptural 

revelation from Padmasambhava as grounds for religious authority became relatively 

commonplace in Tibet over the course of the second millenium of the common era. In 

other words, the very mode of a tertön's creation of charismatic authority itself became 

“routinized” within Tibetan society such that the spontaneous discovery of teachings 

appointed for one's self in a past life—while remaining a special trait—itself became so 

customary that the terma tradition opened the doors to a new mode of traditional/rational 

religious authority within Tibetan society. 

96 Weber 1947, 369.
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CHAPTER 4: Reception, “Texts as Relics”

In this final chapter, I will consider the reception of treasure texts within the 

greater religious community. Who reads them? How accessible are these texts? What are 

the statuses and functions of these texts within Tibetan religious life? In attempting to 

answer these questions, I start by analyzing the culture of the book in Tibet more 

generally, and proceed towards my ultimate trajectory which is to show, echoing Dan 

Martin, that a terma—as the written teachings of Padmsambhava—is treated as a sacred 

relic far more often than it is a book to be read. 

Before addressing the question of who reads these terma specifically, a few 

general notes on the culture of the book in Tibet are needed. The first question worth 

asking is who in Tibet can read books? Estimates for literacy rates in Tibet before the 

mid-twentieth century are hard to come by, though Robert Ekvall, relying on Dezhung 

Rinpoche, estimates that “approximately 50 per cent of the Tibetan male lay population in 

premodern Tibet had rudimentary reading skills.”97 This number taken alone is 

comparatively high when compared to most pre-modern societies. However, Ekvall 

considers rudimentary reading skills as the ability “to read to the extent of being able to 

identify the letters of the Tibetan alphabet and to approximate the sound of the 

combinations” as well as “to follow the lines of familiar prayers and even haltingly to 

learn new ones.”98 Ekvall's discussion requires a technical note on the complexity of the 

Tibetan writing system.

Text on a page is divided by syllable rather than word, even though Tibetan words 

are far more often multi- than mono-syllabic. However, unlike many writing systems, 

Tibetan is rarely ever phonetic. Each syllable itself consists of the root letter (ming gzhi) 
97 Robert B. Ekvall. Religious Observances in Tibet: Patterns and Function. (Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 1964), 124.
98 Ibid.
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with an implied vowel and potentially any combination of a prefixed letter (sngon 'jug), 

superscript letter (mgo can), subscript letter ('dogs can), up to two suffixed letters (rjes  

'jug and yang 'jug), and finally a diacritical vowel marker (dbyangs). Each of these 

subsidiary letters can either remain silent or drastically affect the final pronunciation. A 

commonly taught example of a fully complex syllable is bsgrubs, a past tense verb 

meaning “accomplished,” but is pronounced “drūp.” I mention this complexity of Tibetan 

writing to emphasize that Ekvall's assessment of literacy in Tibet is extremely generous. 

The ability to follow along to the lines of a familiar prayer is not be the same as the 

ability to pick up and read new material—especially esoteric religious texts littered with 

technical jargon, as is nearly always the case with treasure literature. Therefore, only a 

tiny fraction of Tibetans ever possessed the ability to “read” terma for their content.

My assessment of literacy in Tibet leads me next to consider the availability and 

significance of books more generally in Tibet. Kurtis Schaeffer, perhaps the foremost 

scholar on Tibetan literary culture, isolates two interrelated albeit sometimes antagonistic 

facets of books in Tibet: they served both as economic commodities and symbolic 

objects. Here I will treat both these facets individually and assess how terma literature fits 

into this rubric. Starting with the economic aspect of books, Schaeffer observes that they 

could be the private property of monks, lamas, nobles, artisans, and layity alike, or they 

could be the institutional property of monastic library collections.99 The books comprising 

these collections were generally amassed over time through private donors or as 

inheritances of deceased teachers. However, the donation from a private collection to a 

monastic library was by no means a bequest of private property to the public domain, for 

as Schaeffer explains, “Once books were housed in institutional libraries, access to them 

99 Kurtis R Shaeffer. The Culture of the Book in Tibet. (New York: Columbia University Press, 2009), 122-
123.
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was subject to the rule of the institution's leaders. Books deemed unsuitable for teaching 

could be kept under lock and key. A library might thus contain books which no one save 

abbots and librarians had access.”100 The monastic libraries were nowhere near analogous 

to the public library model we are accustomed to today. Quite the contrary, while a 

privately owned book could be an exchange item—and indeed the production, buying, 

and selling of books played a significant role in the Tibetan economy101—a book gifted to 

a monastic library frequently went there to stay. Moreover, Georges Dreyfus, whose 

knowledge of Tibetan monastic practices comes equally from his own personal Tibetan 

monastic education as his research, asserts that “Most monastic libraries concentrated not 

on providing texts for scholars but on hoarding the books and locking them away.”102 

Where do the terma texts fit into Tibet's culture of the book as illustrated by 

Schaeffer and Dreyfus? In my introduction I called terma a “heterogeneous genre” of 

Tibetan literature, though I hope that readers would understand that terma is not so much 

a genre but an assortment of genres united by their claim of origin. One source to 

illustrate the diversity of terma literature is the Rinchen Terdzö (rin chen gter mdzod), a 

massive collection of major terma compiled and published by Jamyong Kongtul (1813-

1899), who arranged all of the major terma he could find according to genre. The major 

categories outlined by Jamyong Kontrul range from histories, biographies, prayers, 

empowerments, practical instructions, tantras, and above all, an overwhelming proportion 

of sādhanas of mahayoga, anuyoga, and atiyoga.103 

 Sādhana (Tibetan: sgrub thabs) is a blanket term encompassing an esoteric 

technique of meditative “visualization,” and also refers to the liturgical handbooks which 

100 Ibid.
101 Ibid., 126-128.
102  Georges B. J. Dreyfus. The Sound of Two Hands Clapping: The Education of a Tibetan Buddhist Monk. 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 363. See footnote 41.
103  Thondup 1997, 186-188.
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guide those meditations. Sādhana texts are derived from and serve as complements to 

Buddhist tantras; Daniel Cozort illuminates this relationship on a philological basis: “The 

Sanskrit sense of tantras as 'threads' suggests a material from which many sādhanas may 

be woven; similarly, the Tibetan translation, rgyud ('stream' or 'continuum'), suggests a 

flow that can be channeled in many different ways.”104 The Tibetan literary collection 

known as the Tengyur (bstan 'gyur) contains over five hundred “canonical” sādhanas 

translated from India, and Cozort notes that that indigenous Tibetan teachers frequently 

composed their own which might be geared, at their own discretion, towards the needs of 

individual disciples.105 

While I will not discuss the process of sādhana meditation here, I want to 

emphasize that such practices are the cornerstone of so-called Vajrayana Buddhism (the 

“thunderbolt vehicle”), the main branch of Buddhism which permeates Tibet. As such, 

the goal of sādhana meditation is rapid self-transformation, higher states of realization, 

and ultimately awakening. However, any disciple wishing to engage in sādhana practice 

first requires special permission from a teacher, which may be granted through a ritual of 

initiation translated as an “empowerment” (Tibetan: dbang, literally meaning “power;” 

Sanskrit: abhiṣeka).106 The empowerment is a ceremonial ritual unto itself, serving as a 

social confirmation from the master that the disciple is sufficiently qualified to enter into 

esoteric practices. This places the master in a position of profound authority, in that he 

effectively has a monopoly on what many in Tibet would consider the most powerful 

soteriological technique for self-transformation, and he determines who will continue the 

104  Daniel Cozort. “Sādhana (sGrub thabs): Means of Achievement for Deity Yoga.” In Tibetan Literature: 
Studies in Genre, edited by José I. Cabezón & Roger R. Jackson. (Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 
1996), 332.

105  Ibid., 333.
106  Richard J. Kohn. “A Rite of Empowerment.” In Religions of Tibet in Practice. Edited by Donald S. 

Lopez. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997), 226.
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lineage of transmission—and indeed disciples are frequently turned down.107 Moreover, 

the empowerment is guided by another set of liturgical texts, which as I listed earlier, 

termas frequently may be. 

Therefore, the sādhanas, together with their respective empowerment liturgies and 

tantras, which comprise the vast majority of the existent terma literature listed by 

Jamyong Kongtrul, were highly esoteric teachings reserved only for the religious elite in 

the tertön's close circle of disciples. Here Schaeffer's second observation that books were 

symbolic objects in Tibet becomes self-evident. The secrecy surrounding and restricted 

access to books in Tibet meant that books were prominent symbols of power and 

authority for those who could lay claim to them. He himself even singles out the book's 

particular status as a symbol of esoteric knowledge, as my discussion of sādhana texts 

strongly suggests.108

I would push the symbolic nature of books, particularly termas, further yet. If 

terma texts, being so often esoteric religious instructions, are only available to the upper 

echelon of Tibetan religious elite, how might these texts—or indeed any other restricted 

religious teachings—be viewed by the much broader demographics of Tibetan society, 

the laity and nobility who participate in and comprise so-called “popular religion”? As 

Dan Martin suggests,

If we use the term 'popular religion' to mean religious practices with significant 
social impact which arise from a broadly based popular appeal, and, at least in 
point of origin, are somewhat divorced from, if not at odds with, the established 
religious authorities, then 'popular religion' must mean above all the cults of saints 
(the cults of holy persons), the cults of relics (the cults of holy things) and 
pilgrimage (the cults of holy places).109

Terma were well known to such audiences throughout Tibet. Recall from the previous 

107  Gyatso 2002, 186.
108  Schaeffer 2009, 130.
109  Dan Martin. “Pearls from Bones: Relics, Chortens, Tertons, and Signs of Saintly Death in Tibet.” 

Numen 41, no.   3 (Sept. 1994): 279.
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chapter the stories from Pema Lingpa's autobiography where his first patron came forth to 

fund a ceremonial public recitation of his terma, the public “crowd treasures” he 

uncovered, and the vast (though probably exaggerated) number of people who attended 

these events. For these people, Martin introduces the radical suggestion that terma texts 

“were not, contrary to our cultural expectations, viewed primarily as literary works to 

grace library shelves, or even as rare 'first editions'. They were above all relics, either as 

objects owned by ancient sages or manuscripts written by their own hands.”110 Martin's 

argument has not been addressed by a single academic authority that I have come across 

while researching this project. Nevertheless, Martin brings to the table a completely new 

dimension of treasure texts, which—as he himself rightly claims—our own cultural 

expectations have led most scholars to overlook: their literal status as sacred relics. 

The key piece of evidence which leads Martin to advance this claim is that, in 

addition to private and monastic library collections, textual terma were also frequently 

housed in chortens.111 The chorten (mchod rten), more commonly known by its Indian 

name, stūpa, is an enclosed temple functionally serving as a container for Buddhists 

sacred relics. “Not all relics are always kept in chortens,” Martin explains, but he 

suggests that “everything that is placed inside a chorten is considered to be a relic.”112 

Buddhist stūpas originated in India as burial mounds meant to enshrine and protect the 

physical remains of the Buddha Sakyamuni, which were divided up and spread 

throughout the region. However, perhaps due to the limited availability of the historical 

Buddha's physical remains, the concept of the Buddha's “relics” seems to have 

theologically broadened over time to include any remnant associated with the Buddha. As 

Germano explains:
110  Ibid., 280.
111  Ibid.
112  Ibid., 275.
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Relics can be pieces of the material body—a tooth, a bone, dried up flesh, odd 
crystalline derivates of the cremated body, or material items associated with a 
Buddha—clothing, ritual items, or other possessions. They can also be verbal, as 
encapsulated in the Buddhist scriptures, believed to have persisted orally in the 
hearts and minds of disciples before being committed to written, canonical 
form.113 

Indeed, if the defining feature of the Buddha was his teaching and not his gross physical 

body which was subject to sickness, aging, death, and decomposition, then surely his 

words possess an enduring quality worthy of reverence. Archaeological excavations of 

Buddhist stūpas in India containing religious scriptures confirm this conceptual 

elaboration of relics. According to Yael Bentor, “The worship of the book, as containing 

the presence of representation of the Buddha, found an expression [. . .] in the deposition 

of Buddhist scriptures in stūpas.”114 Tibetan guidebooks listing the contents of chortens 

tell us that this tradition of inserting written texts into chortens carried over into Tibet.115

Nevertheless, this begs the question of why would terma texts substitute for the 

teachings of the Buddha himself? In Chapter One, I discussed the various problems with 

classifying terma texts as canon, apocrypha, or pseudepigrapha. There is, however, an 

alternative taxonomy employed throughout the Buddhist world which distinguishes 

words spoken by the historical Buddha (buddhabhāṣita) from so-called “Buddha-speech” 

(buddhavacana). The former is a largely exclusive category, while the so-called 

buddhavacana broadens the spectrum of acceptably authoritative speech to include that 

of any realized being. While these two concepts may have been initially conflated, 

Kapstein suggests that the concept of buddhavacana has historically evolved to a sort of 

113  David Germano. “Living Relics of the Buddha(s) in Tibet.” In Embodying the Dharma: Buddhist Relic  
Veneration in Asia, edited by David Germano & Kevin Trainor. (Albany: State University of New York 
Press), 52.

114  Yael Bentor. “On the Indian Origins of the Tibetan Practice of Depositing Relics and Dharanis in 
Stupas and Images.” Journal of the American Oriental Society 115, no. 2. (Apr. - June., 1995): 249-250

115  Martin 1994, 301.
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idealism vaguely reminiscent of the ancient Greek logos.116 Though this theological 

expansion (or loophole) of buddhavacana together with the posthumous glorification of 

Guru Padmasambhava, proponents of treasure literature consider the terma texts to be on 

par with words spoken by the historical Buddha. Some termas even boldly go so far as to 

assert their elevated status by beginning with the line “Thus have I once heard” ('di skad 

bdag gis thos pa dus gcig na), a phrase that is otherwise exclusively reserved for 

Buddhist sūtras.117 

Martin's discovery of treasure texts enshrined in chortens introduces a new 

symbolism as well as a new functionality both of terma and of tertöns. Just as with the 

Indian stūpa, Tibetan chortens served as popular destinations for pilgrims, who might trek 

many miles even just to cirucumambulate the site, a practice which is considered 

karmically meritorious.118 The source for their merit derives from the physical proximity 

to sacred items they contained. As a corollary of Martin's observation that terma texts 

were above all revered as relics, which in turn could be enshrined in chortens, he calls for 

the reassessment of the figure of the tertön as a kind of “pilgrimage entrepreneur” in that 

his discoveries frequently served as the catalyst for thousands of people to undertake 

mass migrations and pilgrimages.119 He hypothesizes—though openly admits his 

argument requires further substantiation—that tertöns filled the role of saints in Tibetan 

society, though this hypothesis might be more convincing if he defined what exactly he 

means by a “saint.” 

Nevertheless, if by a “saint” he simply means a holy person with popular appeal 

(see his quotation on popular religion, cited above), then I believe I have found a piece of 

116  Kapstein 2000, 126.
117  Gyatso 1993, 109-110.
118  See Ekvall 1964, 226-250 for more on the practice of circumambulation in Tibetan Buddhism. 
119  Martin 1994, 280.
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evidence which somewhat substantiates his hypothesis. In the final section of 

Dodrupchen Rinpoche III's Wonder Ocean, wherein he states his intention for writing his 

“unprecedented composition:”120 

[Some people] think: 'Whatever the Dharma Treasure teachings might be, they are 
the practices of my ancestors and my spiritual tradition from the past,' and they 
accept them as a proverb says: 'Accepting one's father's cup as clean.' Some 
people do not even distinguish between Terma texts and the texts composed by a 
Terton, and just say, 'I like this Lama and I practice his teachings,' and they even 
take the compositions of the Terton as equal to the Terma texts discovered by him. 
Some respect the Terma texts as a liturgy just for prosperity and say, 'This text 
was auspicious for whoever practiced it.'121 

Though his text is primarily a defense against anti-Nyingma polemicists who are 

dismissive of the treasure tradition, here we see his explicit concern over the very 

opposite phenomenon: religious adherents revering terma texts and their respective 

discoverers, without sufficiently examining either of them! His inclusion of the Tibetan 

proverb “Accepting one's father's cup as clean” is particularly illuminating. The fact that 

this expression is itself a proverb attests to the value with which Tibetans hold not just 

their familial elders but cultural patriarchs. But more to the point, the meaning and 

applicability to the terma texts is quite clear: the “father” is Padmasambhava, and I 

cannot emphasize enough how frequently I have encountered paternal epithets 

referencing Padmasambhava throughout all of my Tibetan sources. His cup represents 

any given terma, his teachings which he passed on to his disciples just as a father might 

give his son a cup. The cup is clean (though I hesitantly might transpose this word with 

“pure”) simply because it comes from him, the father, the lama, the great 

Padmasambhava. 

 I conclude this chapter on the public reception of terma texts with a vignette from 

120  Cited in Thondup 1994, 169.
121  Ibid., 168-169.
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Bryan Cuevas, which further support the thesis that far more people revered terma texts 

as sacred objects than actually read them, as well as validates Dodrup Chen III's concern 

over insufficiently scrutinizing termas. Cuevas, responding to the widespread popularity 

of the Tibetan Book of the Dead in the West, undertook the massive project of writing a 

comprehensive history of the text in Tibet. During his fieldwork among Tibetan exile 

communities in India, he found that locating Karma Lingpa's treasure Liberation upon 

Hearing proved to be a more complicated endeavor than he had expected. Though he 

asked many lamas and monks if they had heard of Karma Lingpa's treasure, only a few 

claimed to know the text of which he spoke: 

When I finally had the chance to see these copies, I was disappointed to learn that 
none of the texts had any connection whatsoever to Karma Lingpa's Liberation 
upon Hearing; they were copies of prayers or short texts written by some local 
lama from the monk's home village. Frustrated I asked myself what does this 
mean? It was clear first of all that the Tibetan phrase bardo thodrol (bar-do thos-
grol), “liberation upon hearing in the bardo,” meant something entirely different 
to me than it did to the Tibetans I met in India. For most of them the title referred 
generally to any doctrine that had the bardo [the intermediate state between 
successive lives] as its main focus.122 

At first glance, Cuevas' findings may seem incongruous with the idea of treasure texts as 

sacred relics, if the compositions of any local lama could be mistaken for a treasure 

literature. Yet this is precisely what Dodrupchen III bemoans in his closing remarks 

quoted above. As I see it, the fact that the writings of any lama could be mistaken for the 

treasure texts themselves is less a devaluation of the status of the text than a testament to 

the supreme authority of the teacher. Given that the reception of the terma is more a 

reception of the proponent of the terma, what does this tell us about the actual role of the 

thousand year old “terma tradition” in Tibetan society? To answer this, I turn finally to 

Clifford Geertz and his notion from symbolic anthropology of a cultural “text.”

122  Bryan J. Cuevas. The Hidden History of the Tibetan Book of the Dead. (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2003), 211.
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CONCLUSION: “Relics as Texts”

“The culture of a people is an ensemble of texts, themselves ensembles, which the anthropologist 
strains to read over the shoulders of those to whom they properly belong.” - Clifford Geertz123 

“The Treasure legends are but one chapter of the larger narrative that reconstructed Tibetan history 
in the course of Buddhism's hegemonic conversion of Tibetan civilization.” - Janet Gyatso124 

In the course of researching and writing this thesis, I have been struck by several 

discrepancies in the various representations and interpretations of the terma tradition. The 

very phrase “terma tradition,” which I have employed solely because it is the standard 

index heading used in most academic writing, is itself an interpretation which arbitrarily 

privileges the text—the terma—over the tertön, which I see as largely inconsistent with 

my own findings. Dodrupchen III's admonition to his audience to more carefully 

scrutinize a terma rather than accept the compositions of a tertön, and Cuevas' inability to 

locate the actual Book of the Dead rather than similar compositions by various local 

lamas, together suggest to me that the figure of the tertön might very well play a more 

prominent role in Tibetan religious life than the terma text itself. Nevertheless, with the 

current state of available research, what conclusions we may draw regarding the role of 

the tertön in Tibetan society remain largely speculative. 

Therefore, for the remainder of these pages, I will focus on the various problems 

in viewing terma as a primarily “textual” tradition in the classic sense. When the terma 

tradition is viewed from the perspective of Tibetan (Nyingmapa) culture, these texts, 

allegedly the products of revelation, claim to be teachings hidden away by a great yogin 

and seer, specifically engineered to appear in the world at a precise moment in order to 

restore Tibetan society from a state of degeneration. This internal theoretical 

understanding of terma places tremendous weight on the content of those revelatory 

123  Clifford Geertz. The Interpretation of Cultures. (New York: Basic Books, 1973), 452.
124  Gyatso 1998, 152.
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documents. Yet over the course of these pages, I have shown that textual termas are not 

particularly original in terms of genre, are accessible to be read only by a select few, and 

are most often revered as a physical object. Furthermore, terma texts have been appearing 

in Tibet for nearly a thousand years, so if their purpose was to be the deus ex machina of 

Tibetan religion, then, as Davidson bluntly puts it, “no treasure text ever actually did 

what it claimed to do.”125

If, on the other hand, we consider the outsider's view of terma as reactionary 

pseudepigrapha, strategically composed for the sake of sectarian survival by the Nyingma 

school of Tibetan Buddhism, we are left with another predicament. While this 

understanding of early termas, most notably propounded by Germano, logically and 

coherently explains the origin of the terma “movement” (if such a thing ever existed; see 

Chapter One), his interpretation, as is often the limitation of functionalist modes of 

interpretation, does not account for the persistence of this “movement” into the present 

day. Even by the fourteenth century, well after the Nyingma school of Tibetan Buddhism 

got back on its feet, the terma tradition not only continued but proliferated. 

In order to reconcile these discrepancies in interpreting the terma tradition, I turn 

to anthropologist Clifford Geertz, who, in his famous essay “Deep Play: Notes on the 

Balinese Cockfight,” reached a similar predicament wherein he had to reconcile a 

discrepancy between what the cockfighting ritual purported to do—or more accurately, 

what his informants claimed to be the ritual's purpose—and what he observed that ritual 

actually and routinely does. Instead of accepting the functionalist view of the ritual at 

face value and subjecting it to some form of ritual criticism, he analyzed Balinese views 

towards animals, masculinity, and social stratification and concluded that the cockfight is 

125  Davidson 2002, 215.
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a “metasocial commentary upon the whole matter of assorting human beings into fixed 

hierarchical ranks and then organizing the major part of collective existence around that 

assortment [. . . .] It is a Balinese reading of the Balinese experience.”126 This sociological 

phenomenon he calls a text: an interpretable phenomenon (in his case, a ritual process) 

which says something of a particular culture. 

What exactly is a “text”? Anthropologist Karin Barber, though not explicitly 

following Geertz, illuminates Geertz's more concise and obscure definition of texts as 

“imaginative works built out of social materials.”127 She looks to its Latin etymological 

root as texere, which means “to weave, join together, plait or braid; and therefore, to 

construct, fabricate, build or compose.”128 Though she might not extend her conception of 

“texts” as radically broad as Geertz, she too is keen to liberate “text” from the rigid realm 

of purely written or oral documents. Texts, she says, are rather social facts as well as:

commentaries upon, and interpretations of, social facts. They are part of social 
reality but they also take up an attitude to social reality. They may criticise social 
forms or confirm and consolidate them: in both cases, they are reflexive [ . . . . ] If 
you look closely at how texts are reflexive, you will get a sense of how a society 
or community understands itself.129 

Moreover, along with being reflexive, both Barber and Geertz agree that texts are 

agentive: “Texts are used to do things: they are forms of action.”130 For Geertz, one 

essential aspect of interpreting the cockfight as text was to recognize the fight's ability to 

manipulate emotion for cognitive ends, and thus act as a mechanism for what he called a 

Balinese “sentimental education,” much in the same manner as a piece of literature.131 

Geertz considers all art, performance, or texts to be “not merely reflections of a pre-

126  Geertz 1973, 448.
127  Ibid., 449.
128  Karen Barber. The Anthropology of Texts, Persons, and Publics. (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 2007), 1.
129  Ibid., 4-5.
130  Ibid., 3.
131  Geertz 1973, 449.
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existing sensibility analogically represented; they are positive agents in the creation and 

maintenance of such a sensibility.”132 Texts achieve such agency by being coherent, 

interpretable, and finally reproducible.133

Rather than consider terma as somehow inherently salvific teachings, which 

overshadows the nature of their content and (in)accessibility, or consider them as 

inherently reactionary, which only accounts for their origin, I propose we read, or perhaps 

reread, the terma-texts-as-relics once again as “texts” of Tibetan culture, just as Geertz 

read the cockfight as a text of the Balinese. How do termas fulfill the theoretical criteria 

of texts in this anthropological sense of the term: in what ways are they reflexive agents 

commenting on Tibetan religious culture and what do they have to say? Finally, being 

that the central argument permeating this essay is to demonstrate the significance of what 

I have called the “event” of a terma over its content, how is this event, i.e., the 

introduction of a new terma into Tibetan religious life, not only a commentary but an 

agent of creation, maintenance, or sustenance in Tibetan religion? 

To get a sense of how termas are reflexive, look no further than their purported 

source of authority and authenticity: Padmasambhava, the Yarlung Empire, and 

ultimately the past. Regardless of whether termas are the genuine article or fraudulent 

compositions, the fact of the matter is that tertöns deny themselves credit for these texts 

and attribute them instead to a figure of the past. When Aris sets out to underscore the 

fraudulence of Pema Lingpa and the entire terma tradition, he completely ignores the 

question of why tertöns would write pseudepigraphically in the first place. Aris simply 

speculates that out of all things manufactured, Pema Lingpa's conviction in the validity of 

his visions must be the only thing true, and thus Aris takes as his mission to rationalize 

132  Ibid., 451.
133  Barber 2007, 22.
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the discrepancy between Pema Lingpa's esteemed self-conception and deceitful actions 

by subjecting him to psychoanalysis. In directly responding to Aris, Kapstein rightly 

suggests reformulating the question of whether termas/tertöns are authentic into the 

question of “why it was that, in traditional Tibet, creativity so often masked itself as the 

retrieval of the past.”134 Here I believe Kapstein guides his readers into a more fruitful 

area of discourse. Rather than speculate on the basis of what we cannot know for certain 

ala Aris, Kapstein encourages us to ask what general conclusions we can extract from the 

treasure tradition.

He of course offers one potential answer, which in some way is itself a reading of 

terma as texts: “the authoritative weight of the past, the conception that paradigmatic 

excellence is to be found in antiquity and that history is a system of entropy encourage a 

valuation of retrieval over invention or progressive discovery.”135 In essence, he notices a 

Tibetan affinity and preference for preservation over innovation due to the widespread 

belief that history moves progressively towards a state of degeneration. Nevertheless, I 

think it is easy to overstate the temporal aspect of the tertön's pseudepigraphic 

inclination. There is also the value in Indic authority found in early Tibetan Buddhism 

which must be accounted for. Together, these two propensities to favor the old as well as 

the Indic culminated in an emphasis on an historical moment at the peak of the Yarlung 

empire when King Trisong Detsen invited the Indian sorcerer Padmasambhava to aid in 

the establishment and dissemination of the new religion of Buddhism. 

Moreover, if termas are reflexive texts insofar as they 'build a bridge' 

(paraphrasing Gyatso) to this imperial moment in the eighth century in order to draw their 

authority, termas are also agentive in that this bridge to the past enabled the formulation 

134  Kapstein 2000, 136.
135   Ibid.
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of a wholly new form of religious authority predicated on the culturally-established belief 

in the conundrum of rebirth. Here I am reminded of a metaphor by which Vajrayana 

Buddhists often tout the superiority and sophistication of their own tradition by 

comparing how the different gradations of Buddhists might react upon encountering a 

poisonous tree. Followers of the Hinayana (the “lesser vehicle”), they say, simply avoid 

it. Those of the Mahayana (the “great vehicle”) cut it down so that others will not be 

harmed by it. But the Vajrayanists, being all the more clever, see the inherent potential in 

the poisonous tree. Rather than expend the energy to waste all that potential by destroying 

it, they extract its poison and skillfully transform it into medicine.136 While the poisonous 

tree in this metaphor represents the emotional defilements which bring about the 

suffering of all sentient beings, I see another indirect and almost certainly unintentional 

direction to carry this metaphor. The tradition of the tertöns is an innovative and uniquely 

Tibetan mode both of scriptural transmission and self-authorization which utilizes the 

soteriological problem of rebirth and transforms it into a solution for the social issues of 

discontinued lineage and the emergence of sectarian rivalry. In doing so, the Nyingma 

school of Tibetan Buddhism enabled the birth of authoritative religious figures out of 

null, on the grounds that their authority sprang from a past age when their own sect of 

Tibetan Buddhism reigned unchallenged. 

Termas are also agentive texts in that they simultaneously rewrite and re-enforce 

the historical/mythological narrative of Padmasambhava and his deeds in Tibet. The 

development of the Padmasambhava narrative not only retroactively reoriented Tibetan 

history but provided direction for the future of Tibetan cultural identity. In essence, by 

deifying Padmasambhava as the second Buddha, the terma tradition played an essential 

136  Thondup 1997, 18.
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role in indigenizing Tibetan Buddhism. As Davidson puts it, when tertöns discovered new 

termas, they “brought Tibet itself into the realm of the activity of Buddhas and 

bodhisattvas, so that they did not belong to a border country but to the center of the 

Buddhist mythos.”137 It was precisely Padmasambhava's presence and activities within 

the physical geography of Tibet which enabled such a transformation. His invitation to 

Tibet came for the purpose of subjugating the indigenous demons which were preventing 

the king's religious projects. Though Padmasambhava's magical prowess, he was able to 

conquer these indigenous forces and thereby open up Tibet to the subsequent and 

immensely successful dissemination of Buddhism. 

The source of this narrative often comes in part from prophetic passages within 

termas themselves, though primarily from one Copper Island Biography of 

Padmasambhava (zangs gling ma), a terma discovered by Nyangrel Nyima Ö-Zer in the 

twelfth century claimed to be authored not by him but by Padmasambhava's consort 

Yeshe Tsogyal. Given that the Copper Island Biography is the only terma which (as far as 

I am aware of) is exclusively devoted to explaining the Padmasambhava narrative, I 

acknowledge that this terma may very well be the one exception to this thesis. On the 

other hand, however, while the pieces of the narrative of Padmasambhava may be 

solidified in the terma texts themselves, the construction and dissemination of that 

narrative within Tibetan society is itself a circular process. While termas might provide 

an anachronistic account of their own concealment, the discovery of future termas is 

equally necessary in order to affirm and reaffirm that narrative. There is a mutual 

reinforcement between the discovery of terma and the writing of its own mythology, 

which has functioned both to legitimate the terma tradition as well as reorient Tibetan 

137  Davidson 2002, 243.
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history. It is not enough that Padmasambhava's deeds are written about in such terma as 

his biography, but the discovery, presentation, and reception—the event—of termas 

throughout the millennium continue to provide tangible proof which affirms that 

narrative. Once a terma earns the status as an authentic document, the text does not have 

to be read. Its mere presence as a relic of Padmasambhava's enlightened activity in Tibet 

is enough to tell a story, one that is not contained in its pages but in its very existence. 
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